Abstract: Packetized Energy Management (PEM) has recently emerged as a novel mechanism for aggregating and coordinating DERs, such as electric water heaters, electric vehicles, and electric battery storage, at scale. PEM leverages key concepts from communication systems that today enable billions of people to access the internet and adapts these concepts to managing DERs. In the same way that a bulky data file gets split up into smaller data packets, PEM delivers an electric water heater’s energy need in multiple small energy packets rather than a single “bulky” delivery. Under PEM, local packet-based control enables heterogeneous DERs to asynchronously request energy packets from a demand coordinator, who can then choose to accept or deny the packet requests in real time. By modulating the rate of accepting packet requests from a fleet of water heaters, the grid operator (or demand coordinator) can then dispatch the aggregate demand as if it was a bulk battery. With PEM’s bottom-up framework, we overcome complications with modeling and estimating the complex end-consumer usage patterns and can guarantee privacy and comfort for the end-consumer, which makes PEM particularly promising for managing diverse and heterogeneous resources. The talk will cover modeling, quality of service guarantees, and control policies for PEM. Validation results based on hardware-in-the-loop and in-the-field demonstrations will be presented as well.
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